Preceeding Software Selection with Rapid Process
Improvements

Typical implementation of new information systems start by mapping out potential vendors and software
solutions. The process continues with the identification of prime change-worthy features when moving into
the new software and focuses on addressing key shortcomings of the existing system. A well renowned
medical center (and third largest general hospital in the United States) had a different vision. Instead of
perpetuating sub-optimal processes into the new systems, the hospital wanted to reengineer business processes prior to selecting software solutions and engaging in its implementation. The hospital then engaged
Tefen to help with the process redesign and software selection of their case management solution.
Tefen, in collaboration with a hospital team comprised of case managers, IT specialists, and senior management, evaluated the current state of the major case management processes, identified opportunities
for improvement in effectiveness and efficiency, and developed future state processes. In addition to the
development of future state processes, Tefen created the operational software requirements for the nextgeneration case management system. Finally, Tefen facilitated the vendor evaluation and selection process
using pair-wise comparison methodology to determine the most appropriate software vendor.
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Potential vendors and software solutions
were evaluated based on their ability to
meet the new requirements. Detailed
scripts were created to assess the compatibility of the various solutions to the
hospital’s future-state. To facilitate this
process, Tefen introduced a structured
selection process that harnessed the power
of the pair-wise comparison method and
gap analysis to identify the optimal decision. Software alternatives were evaluated
along seven selection criteria that were
identified with the user group forums.
As part of the optimal vendor selection,
robustness of the decision was analyzed
by reviewing the sensitivity to criteria
weightings and focus group preferences.
As a result of conducting this significant exercise, the medical center’s case
management leadership was confident
in making the right decision. Moreover,
the sensitivity analysis revealed areas for
improvement even for the selected solution, allowing additional improvements to
be pursued.
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Tefen ultimately helped the client by identifying an opportunity for the reduction or
reallocation of 15-20% of the case management workforce. Some improvements were
deemed implementable independent from
replacement of information systems, while
other improvements were dependent upon
the implementation of the new system.
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